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Bayan Foundation: Helping
build the nation from below
IN a town in La Union, it was reported that fewer people knocked on the
doors of Bauang Private Power Corp.
(BPPC) to ask for donations. Sari-sari
stores started sprouting, and residents
engaged each other in a friendly competition to come up with the best processed meat and ﬁsh products. Most
surprising of all, local moneylenders lowered the interest they charged
residents to 10% from the customary
20%.

But this story of transformation
actually goes back to a decade earlier,
to a group of women living in a depressed area in Metro Manila.
In 1997, the Lopezes loaned 25
women from Loyola Heights, Quezon
City a certain amount of money to be
used for a small business of their choice.
They were asked to pay off the loan, with
interest, within a designated period.
“That initial step proved that women can be good—not only entrepre-
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Lopez Museum ...p.9

Back-to-school
ﬁnds@Power
Plant Mall...p.12

...pp.4 & 8

Passing on the values: A typical Bayan client in Quezon
City as she involves her whole family in her enterprise.

neurs—but also stewards of funds; they
were able to pay their loans on time with
interest. That inspired ABS-CBN Foundation Inc. [AFI] under Gina Lopez to
make microﬁnance a regular program
under the foundation,” says ABS-CBN
Bayan Foundation Inc.’s Irma Cosico.
Armed with additional funding from the BPPC, ABS-CBN Bayan headed north to La Union and
Turn to page 6
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1Q 2007 ﬁnancial performance

January-March 2007 ﬁnancial results (unaudited)

ABS-CBN namayagpag
By Carla Paras-Sison
UMANI ng maayos ang ABSCBN Broadcasting Corporation
mula sa 20% na paglaki ng airtime
revenues noong unang tatlong
buwan ng 2007, bunsod na rin ng
mga bonggang political ads para
sa midterm elections.
Umangat ng 8% ang total
revenues sa P4.183 bilyon mula
P3.864 bilyon samantala ang net
income para sa equity holders
ng parent ay mahigit dumoble sa
P280 milyon mula P118 milyon.
Bagama’t bumaba ng 79%
ang license fees mula sa kontrata
ng ABS-CBN sa DirecTV sa US,
nabawi ito ng 26% na pagtaas ng
sale of services na kumakatawan sa
revenues mula sa cable and satellite
programming services, ﬁlm production and distribution, interactive
media, content development and
programming services, post production, text messaging at iba pa.
Noong matapos ang Marso
2007, nagtala ng 18% na paglaki
ng subscriber base ang ABSCBN, equivalent sa 1.6 million
viewers sa buong mundo. Gayundin, kumita ang tatlong pelikulang
ipinalabas ng ABS-CBN Films
noong unang quarter ng 2007, ang
“Kasal, Kasali, Kasalo,” “Agent
X44” at “You Got Me.” Katunayan, humakot ng higit P100 milyon
ang “Kasal, Kasali, Kasalo.”
Samantala, malakas naman
ang paghatak ng subscribers ng
ABS-CBN Interactive para sa
ABS-CBN Now, isang video
at audio streaming service na
makukuha sa Internet. Sa pamamagitan ng ABS-CBN Now, ang
mga overseas Pinoy na merong

Internet connection ay agad na
makaka-access ng news at entertainment shows ng ABS-CBN
anumang oras.
Meralco bawing-bawi
Nagtala ng P532 milyon na
net income ang Meralco noong
1Q2007, nakabawi mula sa net loss
na P748 milyon noong 1Q2006.
Itinigil na nito ang paglalaan para
sa probable losses dahil sa desisyon ng Supreme Court sa unbundling rate case noong Disyembre
2006 na pumabor sa Meralco.
Kung wala ang provisions for
probable losses na P1.43 bilyon
noong 1Q2006, ang net income
dapat noong panahong iyon ay
umabot sa P179 milyon. Kumpara
dito, umakyat pa rin ng 197% ang
net income sa 1Q2007.
Nakatulong din sa Meralco
ang 3.7% na pagtaas ng bentahe
ng kuryente sa 6,039 gigawatthours (gWh) at ang 49.1% na
pagbaba ng unrecoverable purchased power sa P494.46 milyon.
Dahil sa mas mataas na bentahe ng
kuryente, umakyat ng 15.8% ang
revenues ng Meralco sa P48.20
bilyon mula P41.61 bilyon.
Nanguna ang commercial
segment sa paglakas ng energy
sales sa 6.1%, kasunod ang industrial segment sa 4.1%. Ang energy
sales naman sa residential segment
ay umangat lamang ng 0.7%. Ang
patuloy na paglaki ng commercial
segment ay dahil sa magandang
sitwasyon sa real estate kung saan
maraming bagong ofﬁce buildings
at residential condominiums ang
nagbukas noong 1Q2007, kasama
ang 11 bagong real estate developments na merong loads na 500
kilowatts or higit pa.

Ang total expenses naman ng
Meralco ay umakyat ng mas mabagal na 10.7% sa P47.40 bilyon.
Tumaas ang purchased power cost
at operations and maintenance,
subali’t bumaba naman ang interest at ibang ﬁnancial charges, taxes
bukod sa income tax, depreciation
at amortization, at paglalaan para
sa disallowed receivables.
First Gen pinakamalakas pa
ring kumita
Ang net proﬁt ng First Gen
Corporation ay umakyat ng 33%
sa US$34 milyon noong unang
tatlong buwan ng 2007 samantalang lumaki naman ng 22% ang
consolidated revenues mula sa
pagbenta ng kuryente sa US$264
milyon.
Ang dispatch levels ng mga
planta ng First Gen ay higit na
mataas at nag-average ng 78%
para sa Sta. Rita at 92% para sa
San Lorenzo, kumpara sa 73%
para sa parehong planta noong
unang tatlong buwan ng 2006.
Samantala, ang hydroelectric
facility na Pantabangan-Masiway
ay nagdagdag ng US$9 milyon sa
kita ng First Gen. Matatandaang
nabili ng First Gen ang Pantabangan-Masiway noong 2006 sa
halagang US$129 milyon mula
sa pagsasapribado nito ng Power
Sector Assets and Liabilities Management (Psalm) Corporation.
Para sa hinaharap, nag-budget ng US$1.375 bilyon ang
First Gen para sa pagpapalaki
ng kapasidad nito sa susunod na
limang taon. Balak ng First Gen
na i-expand ang capacity ng Pantabangan-Masiway complex mula
sa kasalukuyang 112 MW sa 221
MW. Meron ding nakasalang na

ABS-CBN
Benpres
First Gen
FPHC
Meralco

Total revenues
1Q2006
1Q2007
P3.864 B
P4.183 B
P3.954 B
P4.183 B
US$217 Mn US$264 Mn
P13.409 B P15.114 B
P41.614 B P48.199 B

Net income/(loss) attributable to equity
holders of the parent

% change
+8
+6
+22
+13
+16

1Q2006
P118 Mn
P2.052 B
US$25 Mn
P3.7 B
(P748 Mn)*

1Q2007
P280 Mn
P731 Mn
US$34 Mn
P1.0 B
P532 Mn

% change
+137
-64
+33
-72
+171

*Restated, after reversing provisions for probable losses following a favorable decision on its unbundling case
proyekto para sa isang 100 MW
coal-fed power plant sa isla ng
Panay, kasama ang DM Consunji
group bilang partner.
Kabilang din sa mga proyektong popondohan ang 550-MW
na San Gabriel gas plant, at ang
pagpapalawig ng 400-MW Pagbilao coal-ﬁred plant, na napanalunan ng consortium ng TEPCO at
Marubeni mula sa Mirant.
FPHC matatag
Nag-report ng P1.0 bilyon na
net income attributable to equity
holders of the parent ang First
Philippine Holdings Corporation
(FPHC) noong ﬁrst quarter ng
2007, mas mababa sa P3.7 bilyon
noong ﬁrst quarter ng 2006.
Kung hindi isasama ang P2.7
bilyon na one-time gain ng FPHC
mula sa initial public offering (IPO)
ng First Gen noong Pebrero 2006,
ang net income attributable to equity holders ay pareho lamang.
Lumaki ng 13% ang total unaudited consolidated revenues ng
FPHC sa P15.1 bilyon kumpara
sa P13.4 bilyon. Nakasalamin sa
ﬁnancial results ng FPHC ang
magandang performance ng
power-related afﬁliates nito na
First Gen at Meralco.
Ang equity in net earnings ng
associates ng FPHC ay 291% na
mas mataas sa P340 milyon mula
P87 milyon noong ﬁrst quarter ng

2006. Ang mas malaking share ng
net earnings ay dahil sa paglago
ng net income ng Meralco. Kasama rin dito ang parte ng FPHC sa
consolidated net income ng ibang
associates tulad ng Rockwell
Land Corporation, First Philippine Infrastructure Development
Corporation (FPIDC) at First
Sumiden Circuits Inc.
Benpres lumalakas
Ang unaudited consolidated
revenues Benpres Holdings Corporation ay umabot sa P4.183
bilyon noong 1Q2007, 6% na mas
mataas sa P3.954 bilyon noong
1Q2006. Ang net income attributable to the equity holders of the
parent ay bumaba ng 64% sa P731
milyon mula P2.052 bilyon, dahil
sa 67% na pagbagsak sa equity in
net earnings of investees sa P632
milyon mula P1.930 bilyon.
Kung hindi isasama ang P2.7
bilyon na one-time gain ng FPHC
mula IPO ng First Gen noong Pebrero 2006, ang net income attributable
to equity holders noong 1Q2006 ay
P632 milyon lamang. Samakatuwid,
ang ﬁrst quarter 2007 net income na
P731 milyon ay 16% na mas maigi
kumpara sa ﬁrst quarter 2006 na
recurring net income.
Nakasalamin naman sa ﬁnancial results ng Benpres ang performance ng mga afﬁliates nito
na FPHC, ABS-CBN, FPIDC,

SkyCable, Bayan Telecommunications o Bayan, Rockwell Land
at Medical City.
Lumaki ang gross revenues
ng SkyCable ng 10% noong
1Q2007 habang bumuti ng 8%
ang subscription revenues dahil
sa 5% growth ng subscribers. Ang
ﬁrst quarter revenues ng Bayan
ay umakyat din ng 12% sa P1.3
bilyon dahil sa paglakas ng voice
at data revenues. Gayunpaman,
nagtala ng net loss na P101 milyon ang Bayan kumpara sa net
income na P357 milyon noong
1Q2006 dahil sa mas mababang
foreign exchange gains.
Ang Manila North Tollways
Corp. (MNTC), sa ilalim ng
FPIDC, ay nagtala ng net income
na P413 milyon, mas mababa ng
40%. Ito ay dahil sa pagbaba ng toll
rate at sa mas mababang foreign
exchange gains. Tumaas naman ng
8% ang cost ng toll operations dahil
sa pagtaas ng operator’s fees upang
masagot ang inﬂation at pagtaas ng
pasahod. Bukod sa pasahod, tumaas
din ang buwis at mga lisensiya na
binabayaran ng MNTC.
Tumaas ng 11% ang revenues
ng Rockwell Land sa P830 milyon mula P748 milyon. Karamihan ng revenues ay galing sa Joya
project. Pumalo ng 86% ang ﬁrst
quarter net income ng Rockwell
sa P130 milyon.

Backdoor listing for First Gen allots $1.37B for expansion program
FPIDC planned with
ﬁrm acquisition
Listed ﬁrm City Resources Corporation (CRC) has been resurrected to hold the Lopez Group’s interest in toll road infrastructure
development through a share swap.
The transfer of the group’s toll road assets to the dormant ﬁrm
will be implemented through a share-swap with ﬂagship ﬁrms
Benpres Holdings Corp. (Benpres) and First Philippine Holdings
Corp (FPHC) in the next two months.
This will result in the “backdoor listing” of First Philippine Infrastructure Development Corporation (FPIDC) which owns 67.1%
of Manila North Tollways Corp (MNTC), the concessionaire for the
84-km North Luzon Expressway (NLEX) and 46% of Tollways Management Corp. (TMC) the operations and maintenance company.
CRC has obtained shareholder approval that would allow it to
issue shares to FPHC and Benpres in exchange for their shares in
FPIDC. In preparation for the acquisition, it has sought to increase
its authorized capital stock to P5.4 billion from P335 million. This
will enable CRC to wholly own FPIDC, the Lopez Group’s main
vehicle for toll road infrastructure projects.
In exchange, FPHC and Benpres will own a combined 99% in
CRC, which will be renamed First Philippine Infrastructure Inc.
(FPII).
The NLEX is the main artery to the major economic and tourism
growth corridor north of Manila, which includes Pangasinan Industrial Park, Luisita Industrial Park, Clark Special Economic Zone, Subic
Bay Freeport and Special Economic Zone, First Bulacan Industrial
City, Bataan Economic Zone, Pagudpod Beach, Fort Ilocandia, La
Union Beach, the Ifugao Rice Terraces and Baguio City.

FIRST Gen Corp. has earmarked
$1.375 billion (P65 billion) over
the next ﬁve years to expand its
existing plants and greenﬁeld
projects.
First Gen vice-chairman and
chief executive ofﬁcer Peter Garrucho Jr. said the programmed
capital budget includes the funding
needs of the 550-megawatt San
Gabriel gas plant and the 100-MW
Panay clean coal plant, a possible
joint venture with DMCI.
Furthermore, the company reported that the plan likewise takes
the expansion of the 400-MW Pag-

bilao coal plant and the 112MW
Pantabangan-Masiway hydroelectric complex, various greenﬁeld
mini-hydro projects in the Visayas
and northern Mindanao into account.
In addition, First Gen continues to be interested in the power
assets expected to be bid out by
state-run Power Sector Assets and
Liabilities Management Corp.
(PSALM). For this initiative, First
Gen has initially set aside $250
million. It may also tap the debt
market to fund additional requirements.

There are also joint venture opportunities abroad that First Gen is
looking into. The company has received offers from several entities
to participate in combined cycle,
and gas projects in Southeast Asia.
For its downstream business, the
company is in the advanced stages
of negotiations with Cocochem,
the country’s leading oleo-chemical company, for the initial rollout
of its natural gas transmission and
distribution franchise.
“The journey to a much expanded First Gen will be challenging
and will truly test the mettle of our

organization. We are optimistic that
we will succeed,” Garrucho said.
Meanwhile, the company’s net
proﬁt rose 33% to $34 million in
the ﬁrst quarter of the year from
$ 25 million the same period last
year. Revenues also grew 22 % to
$264 million from $217 million.
The increase in income was attributed to the income contribution of
the newly acquired 112-MW Pantabangan-Masiway hydroelectric
complex, the higher dispatch of
the natural gas-ﬁred plants and extraordinary income from insurance
claims, the company said.

Higher energy sales, BPO venture in store for Meralco
MERALCO may
be in for
another
g o o d
year as it
foresees
a boost in
electricity sales in volume terms by
2.5% this year, more than double
the increase it reported in 2006.
Last year, the volume of the
company’s electricity sales grew

by 1.1% to 25,078 gigawatt-hours;
almost 10,000 gWh was consumed
by the commercial sector, mainly
malls.
Meanwhile, the power distributor is entering into a partnership with Rockwell Land Corp.
to construct a business process
outsourcing (BPO) center within
its compound in Ortigas.
Meralco chairman Manuel M.
Lopez said that the three-tower
project, which will be built on 1.3

hectares, will cost more than P1
billion in development.
“Not a centavo will be spent
by Meralco in this. Rockwell Land
will pay for everything but title of
land will remain with Meralco,”
Lopez said.
Multinational locators are expected to move into the ﬁrst two
towers of the BPO center by the
end of 2008, with the third tower
to be occupied after another six
months.

Meralco management will
seek PEZA (Philippine Economic
Zone Authority) accreditation for
the BPO center, Lopez added.
The PEZA accreditation provides, among others, incentives
like income tax holiday; option
to pay a special 5% gross income
tax in lieu of all national and local taxes; and assistance in the
promotion of economic zones to
local and foreign locator enterprises.
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ABS-CBN, Bayan
Telecom ride high
on success
of ‘Halalan 2007’
ABS-CBN Broadcasting Corp. partnered with
Bayan Telecommunications (Bayan) to report
on the May 14, 2007
election with the use of
the latest addition to the
latter’s line of useful
technology,
bayanSPAN.
bayanSPAN is a
wireless landline phone
that enables subscribers to make and receive unlimited local calls from any landline service within the
metro. With the service’s limitless calls capability,
the candidates could not avoid being grilled by hardhitting ABS-CBN news anchors and reporters during
“Halalan 2007: Boto Mo, I-Patrol Mo.”
As the unlimited talk sponsor for ABS-CBN’s
nationwide coverage of “Halalan 2007,” bayanSPAN
allowed ordinary citizens and voters to report electionrelation concerns. ABS-CBN reporters then voiced
out these concerns that helped ensure transparent and
well-covered elections reportage, which is crucial in
safeguarding the people’s votes.
The ABS-CBN and Bayan tie-up aimed for a fair
and honest election by providing Filipinos with accurate information. Using top-of-the-line wireless technology, the two companies allowed voters to make an
informed decision that helped determine the country’s
future.
Boost from political ads
In related news, ABS-CBN reported a net income
of P280 million in the ﬁrst quarter of 2007, up 138%
from P118M a year ago.
Political advertising during the campaign period
helped boost the company’s gross revenues to P4.183
billion, up 8% from P3.864B during the same period
last year, said ABS-CBN vice president for ﬁnance
Miguel Jose Navarrete.
Navarette said the ﬁrst quarter income was in line
with ABS-CBN’s P1B net proﬁt target for 2007. The
second quarter, he added, looked to be another good
quarter because of the political ads that were bringing
in advertising revenues.
Gross airtime revenues grew 20% to P2.717B
from P2.263B. Navarrete said the introduction of new
locally produced programs resulted in wider audience
share and higher ratings for the network.
Healthy growth
“We have been improving content to improve our
ratings,” he said.
The company had a nationwide audience share
of 47% in the ﬁrst quarter compared with its main
competitor GMA-7 Network’s 35%. Its overall rating
reached 19% against GMA-7’s 14%.
He said the combined sale of services and goods of
subsidiaries also posted a healthy 16% rise to P1.378B,
driven by the strong performance of ABS-CBN Global
and ABS-CBN Films.
As of end-March, the total subscriber base of
ABS-CBN Global rose 18% year-on-year to 1.6M
viewers worldwide. ABS-CBN Films, meanwhile,
saw its revenues rise 51% on the back of the stellar
performance of its movies.
Revenues growing faster than expenses
The company’s total expenditures were almost unchanged at P3.667B. Capital expenditures hit P228M
in the ﬁrst quarter, representing 15% of its full-year
target of P1.5B.
With revenues rising faster than expenses, the
company posted an operating income of P532M, up
by 38% from a year ago.
Navarrete said earnings before interest, taxes,
depreciation and amortization rose 29% to P1.119B,
equivalent to an Ebitda margin of 27%. Ebitda is a
measure of the efﬁciency of the company’s cash generation.
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BAYAN TELECOM NEWS

New service: Hosted call center with Five-9
BAYAN Telecommunications (Bayan) and Five9 Inc. have entered into
a partnership to deliver hosted call
center and disaster recovery solutions
for the growing market of call center
outsourcers.
As part of the offering, Bayan
will provide dedicated bandwidth
with guaranteed voice quality of service to carry the voice trafﬁc from the
Five9 data center in North America to

anywhere in the Philippines.
The on-demand Five9 Virtual
Call Center integrated with Bayan’s
network will allow a call center outsourcer in the Philippines to expand
their infrastructure in days or weeks.
“Being able to provide our customers
with additional services like Five9’s
hosted call center platform will be
a major differentiator for us,” said
Chito Franco, Bayan vice president

of corporate and business markets.
According to Franco, Bayan has
built a robust telecommunications
network, and many of its largest outsourcer clients have been looking at
call center infrastructure that can be
quickly activated.
Five9 president and CEO Brian
Silverman noted: “As the second
largest telecommunications company
in the Philippines, Bayan will help us

support the Philippines’ vast call center industry, allowing their customers
to employ hosted call center solutions
without the hassle, time and expense
of premise-based infrastructure.
The Bayan-Five 9 partnership is
seen to provide clients with the best
of both worlds: the best hosted call
center solution and the best network
to carry VoIP trafﬁc across the globe.
(John Rojo)

Walking the walk with P50M rebate scheme
BAYAN Telecommunications (Bayan) recently rolled out new service
programs that aim to give Filipinos a
respite from the unstable service they
have been getting from local service
providers.
One of these is the Customer Satisfaction Guarantee program, which
guarantees clients stable connections,
reliable technical support and transparent service.
Chief executive consultant Tunde Fafunwa explained that if a phone or DSL
connection remains unrepaired for more
than 24 hours, “a one-day refund equivalent to P100 will be given for every four
hours the problem stays unsolved.” If a

subscriber’s connection is out for more
than 72 hours, his or her service fee for
the month will be waived.
“By combining pioneering communications technologies with quality
service,” said Fafunwa, “Bayan is set
on revolutionizing telecommunica-

tions in the country and bringing out
the best in the lives of every Filipino.”
With a P50-million rebate program
to back this quick-repair promise, the
company proves that it does not just
talk the talk, but also walks the walk.
The company also presented the re-

sults of a survey that revealed Filipinos’
dissatisfaction with their current communications providers. Bayan teamed
up with cartoonist Lee Lagdameo to
bring some levity to the status quo by
presenting a candid representation of
today’s telecommunications industry,
which revealed that nearly 90% of
Filipinos are dissatisﬁed with their
telco-service providers.
Bayan is one of the more proactive telcos in the industry with the
most stable ﬁber-optics infrastructure. It was also the ﬁrst to market
revolutionary services like the caller
ID, VoIP and the landline-cellphone
hybrid, Span. (J. Rojo)

SKYCABLE NEWS

Cable TV more accessible with SkyCable Prepaid
SKYCABLE Prepaid now offers
two variants of its prepaid card,
SkyCable Silver and SkyCable
Select.
The cards offer the quality programming and superior cable TV signal that SkyCable is known for, but
with more ﬂexible payment methods
to meet cost-conscious Filipino cable
TV viewers’ need for programming
that doesn’t put a strain on the budget.

SkyCable Silver Prepaid, which
comes in three denominations—P636
for 30 days, P380 for 15 days and P90
for three days—allows subscribers to
choose from over 60 channels. Box
ofﬁce hits may be seen on HBO, Star
Movies and Cinema One. Sports events
are available through BTV, Star Sports,
Solar Sports and ESPN. Kids will enjoy
watching Cartoon Network and Nickelodeon. And there are lots of other
channels to choose from!

SkyCable Select prepaid comes
with a mix of channels that suit the
taste of each family member. Mothers
can watch Tagalog movies and catch
the latest showbiz buzz on Cinema
One, while fathers will enjoy hard
court action with Basketball TV and
reality shows and action series on
AXN. Kids will love Pinoy-dubbed
anime on Hero and learn from the
Knowledge Channel. There are also
music and news channels galore.

The SkyCable Select prepaid
card is available in the following
denominations: P750 for 90 days,
P500 for 60 days, P300 for 30 days,
P180 for 15 days and P40 for three
days.
SkyCable Prepaid cards are initially available in selected areas in
Pasig, Manila and Quezon City. For
more information, call the SkyCable
customer service hotline at 631-0000.
(Floyd Tena)

DigiBox ushers in local TV’s digital era
SkyCable comes up with another innovation to transform Filipinos’ TV
viewing habits: the DigiBox.
The DigiBox is a multifunctional device that gives subscribers expanded control over their television
watching experience. Each DigiBox
comes with a smart card to ensure
that the signals come to your TV set
alone. This lets audiences sign up
for more channels and helps Sky-

Cable send customized subscriber
announcements.
The DigiBox has a passwordguarded channel-lock feature, which
allows parents to make sure their
children watch only kid-friendly
programs. The device also makes it
possible to learn more about upcoming shows or the one you are watching. All it takes is a press of a button
and the DigiBox shows what’s on

and what’s showing next, including
their synopses.
Best of all, the DigiBox gives
subscribers access to unbeatable digital cable TV packages on SkyCable
Platinum: the Metro Pack, the HBO
Pak and the MBC Pack. They also get
exclusive access to the SkyCable Season Pass, a pay-per-view service that
feeds special shows such as “Pinoy Big
Brother 24/7” and major sports events.

From April 15 to July 15, subscribers availing of the DigiBox will
get free one month SkyCable Platinum HBO, Metro and MBC Pack
subscriptions, as well as a SkyCable
Season Pass for “Pinoy Big Brother
24/7” and “Hiram na Mukha,” for
a one-time fee of P2,000. Call 6310000 now! (F. Tena)

Draft determination on Meralco PBR application out
THE draft determination on Meralco’s Performance-Based Rate-making (PBR) application was recently
released by the Energy Regulatory
Commission (ERC) on its website.
Meralco president and chief operating ofﬁcer Jesus Francisco however
said that the company cannot comment on the ERC’s ﬁndings as “we
are still studying them. Further, this
is just a draft determination, and thus,
all ﬁgures are tentative.”
Alternative methodology
PBR is an internationally accepted
alternative rate-setting methodology that

has been mandated by the ERC for the
National Transmission Corp. (Transco)
and private distribution utilities (DUs).
Section 43 of the Epira calls for
the establishment and enforcement of
“a methodology for setting transmission and distribution wheeling rates
and retail rates for the captive market
of a DU...including the efﬁciency and
inefﬁciency of the regulated entities.”
According to the same provision, the
rate-setting methodology must ensure a
reasonable price of electricity.
In an earlier comment with regard
to Meralco’s petition, Francisco said:

“With this shift to PBR, consumers
can expect more reliable service.
While the new methodology allows
DUs to undertake service and system
upgrades, it also strictly enforces on
them performance standards on reliability and customer service.”
Pending application
Under the PBR, the revenue
requirements of a distribution utility
are determined based on the DU’s
optimized rate base and approved
capital and operating expenditures for
a forecast four-year period. Meralco
was last allowed to adjust its rates

four years ago, in June 2003. It still
has a pending application before the
ERC for a rate adjustment ﬁled last
May 2005.
In the revised timetable released
by ERC, the ﬁnal determination on
Meralco’s application will be released
on August 31 this year.
“In the ﬁnal analysis, aside from
following the mandate of law, it is
still consumer interest that will be ultimately upheld in this shift to a new
rate-setting mechanism,” Francisco
said. (Meralco Corporate Communications)
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HR COUNCIL

Managing time and
stress through

By Bea Quilingan
AN eternal problem for most individuals
is achieving work-life balance, which is
hindered mostly by the lack of personal
planning and the everyday stressors of
society.
Fortunately, the Lopez Group
companies acknowledge this dilemma,
and in cooperation with Meralco Management and Leadership Development
Center (MMLDC), contracted the iLearn—a web-based training program
that enables individuals to pursue
learning courses at the convenience
of their own workstations, including
courses on time and stress management.

PR CHALLENGE
By Paul J. Gibler
LATE last October, the cosmetics
company Dove found itself at the
center of attention over its release of
a dramatic video titled the “Evolution
of Beauty.” Dove and their agency
Ogilvy & Mather Toronto ﬁlmed
hours of a woman being primped,
teased and transformed—with the
help of makeup, lighting and computers—into a beautiful model. The
transformation is speeded up into
a remarkable 75-second video that
highlights just how contrived the
ideal of feminine beauty is.
Dove used the power of social
media and word-of-mouth (WOM)
marketing to generate buzz by uploading the video on YouTube and
posting it on their web site. Almost
three million people have viewed
the clip on YouTube, and the video
generated a jump in trafﬁc to the
Dove web site.
Through this campaign, Dove
has demonstrated leadership in using
word-of-mouth marketing, a tactic
that plays a greater role in the success or failure in the marketing and
communication strategies for a number of products, services and brands.
What is WOM?
The Word of Mouth Marketing

The Time Management courses are
comprised of three modules: “Developing a Plan” allows the participants to appreciate the basics of time management;
“Planning Your Day” gives participants
an overview of how to manage their
daily tasks to increase individual competence and capabilities; and “Overcoming Challenges” involves control
mechanisms to improve personal and
professional efﬁciency.
For the Stress Management courses, two modules are targeted for employees and managers. “Fundamentals
for Employees” entails the basics in
understanding stress and offers means
to beat stress by making conscious
personal changes. “Fundamentals for

Managers” instructs the boss how to
combat workplace-related stressors
to maintain one’s own balance, while
also managing stressors directed at his
subordinates.
These programs aim to achieve
organizational productivity through
the efﬁcient use of time and effective
techniques to prevent stress. Benpres
Holdings Corporation (BHC) has
enrolled participants in the programs
and expressed appreciation for these
courses in helping them cope with the
demands of individual work.
Are you ready to de-stress? For inquiries, contact Manny Legaspi at 6328111 ext. 334 or at eblegaspi@meralco.
com.ph.

New time deposit facility
for Mesala members
By Bernadette Vasquez
THE Meralco Employees Savings and Loan
Association Inc. (Mesala) announced that it
will implement changes in policies, products
and services to preserve proﬁtability and improve services to its members.
The changes in loan policies include,
among others, reduction of interest rates
comparable to market savings deposit from
4.5% to 3%.
Mesala is offering a time deposit facility
to allow members to avail of higher interest
rates. The minimum deposit is P100,000 and
can be increased in multiples of P10,000 and
with a term of 90, 180 days and one year.
The interest rate varies depending on the
volume and term of the deposit but shall be
better compared to the savings deposit and
market rates for equivalent deposits. The

Spreading the word
Association (WOMMA) deﬁnes
word-of-mouth marketing as “giving people a reason to talk about
your products and services, and
making it easier for that conversation
to take place.” With the Internet, the
tools, opportunities and options for
the ampliﬁcation of messages have
increased dramatically.
Email. Starbucks chairman
Howard Schultz found to his supposed chagrin that an internal memo
to his executive team decrying the
commoditization of the Starbucks
experience had been widely distributed. Whether or not the leak was
intentional, it might actually work
in Starbucks’ favor, underscoring its
commitment to its values.
Videos. Smirnoff vodka generated buzz after their agency Bartle
Bogle Hegarty created a viral video
clip called “Tea Partay”—a tonguein-cheek video ad for Smirnoff’s
new Raw Tea. Since the video’s online release on YouTube last August,
the clip has been viewed almost
three million times and driven trafﬁc
to a Tea Partay microsite.

White papers. White papers
posted and distributed online can lead
to expanded distribution far beyond
the original person who downloads
the paper. Research studies have
found that not only the original recipient of the paper reads it, but they
often pass them along to others.
Web pages. At the simplest
level, your web site content can be
WOM enabled by including a “mail
to a friend” or “mail to a colleague”
function, making it easier for people
to forward your content to others.
Blog postings. Blogs enable
comments, provide “email to a
friend” functions, encourage social bookmarking and disseminate
popular web pages and stories
through sites like Digg and Furl.
Why do people recommend?
At the core of WOM is getting
others to share. This sharing requires
what Pete Blackshaw, a blogger at
ConsumerGeneratedMedia.com,
calls “recommenders,” people who
are “at the heart of the consumer
generated media movement.” Blackshaw attributed consumer desire to

recommend something or share a
message to the following reasons:
First to know, ﬁrst to tell. A
main facet of all social interaction
is a desire to be in the know and to
share with others.
Favor banking. By exchanging information with others, you
encourage them to do the same
with you.
Credibility rub-off. If it has
been endorsed by opinion leaders,
we’re more likely to want to share it.
Projection. Sharing messages
about items that reﬂect what we
aspire to or want for ourselves.

interest shall be paid through the member’s
savings deposit on interest due date. Interest
earnings shall be exempt from withholding
tax of 20%.
Mesala is a savings and loan association
for the employees of Meralco and other Lopez Group companies. It offers low-interest
loans and a relatively high interest savings
deposit and dividend for capital deposits.
A deposit to Mesala is initially considered
a savings deposit. Every quarter, a portion
of the amount deposited will be transferred
to capital, which earns a dividend from the
income of the association. While the amount
of dividend is not ﬁxed, it is usually higher
than the income from interest of the savings
deposit.
For further inquiries, contact Jenny del
Rosario at 632-8376 or Sheilah Cacanindin
at 632-8604.

PR calendar
IABC Forum and
induction of oﬃcers
June 6, 2007, 10 a.m.-12 noon

Genuine brand love. When
people are genuinely devoted to
a particular brand, they’re most
likely to recommend it to others.
If you haven’t formally incorporated WOM marketing into engaging your customers and other
key stakeholders, you should.
Consumers are going to whisper,
chat and shout about your brand’s
positives and negatives through
the tools of WOM marketing,
whether you’re with them or not.
(Excerpted from CW Bulletin. Paul
J. Gibler, the “Web Chef” and former president of IABC/Madison, is
principal consultant for ConnectingDots. He writes two blogs, e-Bytes
and PPT—Powerful Presentation
Techniques, and can be reached at
pgibler@connectingdots.com.

PRSP Lecture Series
June 7, 2 p.m.
Legaspi Room, Intercon Hotel
PRSP Professional Devt.
Series
Whole day (8 a.m.-5 p.m.),
Meralco
June 21: Crafting a PR Plan
that Works
June 22: Making the Media
Release
IABC Intl. Conference
June 24-27
New Orleans, USA

Did you know?
Top 5 Lopez Group news clips viewed in YouTube
Among the news clips uploaded in YouTube, FPCI’s Center of Center
report on “Bandila” garnered the most number of views with 860
views. Rounding out the Top 5 are Lopez Group chairman Oscar M.
Lopez’s Mt. Pulag climb report by Abner Mercado with 574 views;
FPCI’s Center of Center report by Cecile Lardizabal, 510 views; Eugenio H. Lopez Sr.’s 105th birth anniversary report by Paul Henson,
363 views; and OML’s Mt. Pulag climb on ANC, 186 views.

Glitz and glamour at the 2006 LAA

PHOTOS: RYAN RAMOS

KAPAMILYA artists Toni Gonzaga and the “Pinoy Big Brother”
housemates added glitz to the very
important affair that took place in
ABS-CBN’s Studio One on May 18,
2007.
The real stars of the 2006 Lopez
Achievement Award (LAA) awarding ceremonies hosted by First Philippine Holdings’ Jay Lopez, however, were the 12 team and individual
achievers whose accomplishments
in the past year not only contributed
to the Group’s business objectives
but also exempliﬁed its core values.
Lopez Group chairman Oscar
M. Lopez (OML), Meralco chairman Manuel M. Lopez (MML)

and ABS-CBN Broadcasting Corp.
president Eugenio Lopez III (EL3)
lifted everyone’s spirits further with
laudatory messages for the winners
and for the Lopez Group in general.
The program kicked off with
an audiovisual presentation of past
LAAs and a salute to the 2006 LAA
panel of judges, and ended with a
rousing song and dance number
from the “PBB” housemates, proud
products of one of the awardees for
business management, ABS-CBN’s
“PBB” Team.
Earlier, OML and EL3 led the
audience in paying tribute to MML,
who celebrated his 65th birthday a
few days after the awarding.
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couch potato

treats
Miss Universe returns to
ABS-CBN, RP bet is most
photogenic

ABS-CBN aired the 2007
Miss Universe Pageant live
via satellite from Mexico City,
Mexico on May 29, 9:30 a.m.
While she didn’t make it
to the Top 15, Bb. Pilipinas
Universe Ana Theresa Licaros
was chosen as “Miss Photogenic.” Japan’s Riyo Mori won
this year’s crown.
The pageant, dubbed as
the “most beautiful day in the
universe,” made the world appreciate the “beautiful faces
and souls of 95 cultures.”
A pre-pageant special was
aired on “Home Boy” at 8:30
Bb. Pilipinas Universe Ana
a.m. Following the live telecast
Theresa Licaros: Miss
on ABS-CBN, a primetime telePhotogenic
cast was aired in the evening on
Studio 23. The Lifestyle Network will also offer special airings on
June 2 at 11 a.m. and on June 6 at 10:30 p.m.
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3 Pinays make to it to Everest summit
“NAIWAGAYWAY muli ang bandilang Pilipino.”
These were the words of Noelle
Wenceslao when she called the Philippine base camp to announce her
successful summit of Mt. Everest.
Wenceslao summitted at 6:10 a.m.
Nepal time (8:10 a.m. in Manila) on
May 16, 2007, almost a year to the
day Leo Oracion and Pastor Emata
became the ﬁrst Filipinos to reach the
peak of the world’s highest mountain.
With her feat, Wenceslao became the ﬁrst Filipina to summit the
treacherous Mt. Everest.
“Kaya ng Pinay” teammate Carina Dayondon followed at 6:20 a.m.
(8:20 a.m. in Manila). Dayondon, a
native of Bukidnon, was followed by
Janet Belarmino who started a slow
ascent but made a strong recovery
upon reaching the summit.

The three Filipina climbers made
Philippine history as the ﬁrst Southeast Asian females to successfully
traverse the peak of Mt. Everest. They
are also the ﬁrst female climbers to
negotiate the mountain from the Tibet
to Nepal side—a feat not done even
by Oracion and Emata.
It is a bigger triumph for the
Pinay Everest summiteers after surmounting setbacks that threatened
to stall the attempt. Belarmino took
a break from training to give birth
ﬁve months ago, while Wenceslao
suffered from altitude sickness during her ascent.
The three women, with the support of media partner ABS-CBN,
descended to the Nepalese base
camp on the north side after climbing the steep south side from Tibet.
(Diana Sayson)

‘Kaya ng Pinay’ climbers ﬂank ABS-CBN chairman Gabby Lopez (3rd
from left) during a courtesy call (l-r): Carina Dayondon, Janet Belarmino and Noelle Wenceslao.

Finalists selected for Cinema One digital ﬁlm fest
AFTER months of deliberating and
looking all over the world for inspiring stories about the global Pinoy,
the country’s Numero Uno movie

channel has ﬁnally chosen ﬁve ﬁnalists for the 3rd Annual Cinema One
Originals Digital Film Festival.
“After a successful series of Cin-

Studio 23’s Power Zone
breeds new heroes

A new band of superheroes
is set to save the world
from the clutches of the
dark force on Studio 23’s
Power Zone Superhero
Block. The powerhouse set
kicks off with the extraordinary challenges of the
teen superheroes in “Teen
Titans” at 5 p.m. Next in
line is the Dark Knight’s
earlier adventures in “The
Batman” at 5:30 p.m., followed by “Barkada Trip,”
and the exploits of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles at 6 p.m.
Then, the Man of Steel ﬂies again in “Superman: The Animated
Series” at 6:30 p.m., just before a dose of pioneer comedy news
program “Wazzup, Wazzup” at 7 p.m.
Be sure to catch the new lineup of Power Zone Superhero
Block on Studio 23, Kabarkada Mo!
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Channel head Ronald Arguelles (standing, extreme left) touts the magniﬁcent ﬁlms of the ﬁnalists in the 3rd Cinema One digital ﬁlm fest.

ema One Originals for the past two
years, the third annual digital movie
festival is bigger, starting with the
budget of P1 million for each ﬁlm
compared to P700,000 in the previous years. So, expect better, more exciting and magniﬁcent ﬁlms with this
year’s Cinema One Originals Digital
Movie Festival,” said channel head
Ronald Arguelles.
From 130 entries, the selection
was cut down to 22 semiﬁnalists who
went through several screenings and
presentations until ﬁve ﬁnalists were
selected.
Lawrence
Fajardo’s
“Sa
Ikawalo” tells a story of longing and
obesity: an overseas Filipino worker
who rarely sees his daughter, who is
battling anorexia and obesity. The
collaboration of commercial director
Ruel Antipuesto and musical composer Jerrold Tarog (“Kubrador,”
“Masahista”), “Confessional” is
a ﬁnalist in the festival. It is a dark

comedy about a small-time ﬁlmmaker about to witness a life-changing
confession from a retired politician.
“Inang Yaya” codirectors
Veronica Velasco and Pablo Biglang-awa comes up with “Maling
Akala,” romantic-comedy with a
twist of drama. Giving a different
take on Philippine horror and the
supernatural is Rico Maria Ilarde’s
(“Shake, Rattle and Roll 2K5,”
“Babaeng Putik”) “Altar,” a movie
about a retired boxer working as
a carpenter in a cursed mansion.
Finally, writer-director Adolfo
Alix Jr. gives us a raw drama about
poverty, guilt and redemption.
“Tambolista,” a portrait of two
brothers struggling with deprivation, completes the list of ﬁnalists
for the 2007 Cinema One Originals
Digital Movie Festival.
The 3rd Annual Cinema One
Originals Digital Movie Festival will
open on November 2007.

Season 2 update

Sinong susunod sa yapak nina Nene, Keanna at Kim?

‘Mr. Heartsong’ is ﬁrst ‘Little
Big Superstar’

Ronald Jaimeer, 11, became
the ﬁrst champion of “Little
Big Superstar” after engaging two other ﬁnalists in a
heart-stopping showdown
in ABS-CBN’s Studio 10
on May 12, 2007.
Jaimeer, who was given
the nickname “Mr. Heartsong,” garnered a score of
91.4% to become the ﬁrst
ever “Little Big Superstar.”
Joshua Cadelina was a close
second with 90%, while
second runner-up Trina Alcantara ended the evening with 89.1%
The board of judges composed of Angelika dela Cruz, Joyce
Bernal, Louie Ocampo, Wenn Deramas and Randy Santiago
reached their verdict after the “Super 3” sang two rounds of fast
and slow songs. Jaimeer is now P1 million in cash richer, as well
as the proud owner of a house and lot.

Bea

Bodie

Bruce

GOODBYE girls. Lamang na naman ang male housemates pagkatapos ma-evict nang sunud-sunod
sina Wendy, Dionne at ang baguhang si Mommy Yen sa nakaraang
nomination nights.
Idagdag pa sa listahan ng mga
pinalayas ang mommy na kasabay
pumasok ni Yen sa bahay, si Gie,
ang single mom na piniling paalisin
ng housemates dahil sa labis na pagiging obsessive-compulsive nito.
Hanna ka na ba? Si Hanna Rodriguez naman ay pumasok sa Bahay
ni Kuya bilang Globe housemate,
ngunit ito ay lumabas rin pagkaraan

Gee-Ann

Kian

ng ilang araw. Bagama’t binigyan ni
Kuya ng sariling tasks ang bagong
housemate, siya ay hindi dumaan
sa nomination at eviction process at
lumabas ng walang fanfare pagkatapos ng pamamalagi sa bahay.
‘Balikbahay.’ Masuwerte ang
evictees na sina Wendy at Kian dahil nakabalik sila bilang housemates
sa pamamagitan ng “Balikbahay”
gimik ni Kuya. Ilang araw nilang
nakasama sa secret area ang aspiring returnees pa na sina Jasmin at
Zeke ngunit hindi pinalad ang mga
ito sa botohan na sinalihan ng mga
natirang housemates.

Mickey

Nel

Robert

Mickey nakatikim na ng nomination. Nagbunyi ang girl housemates nang pinaalam ng host na si
Toni Gonzaga ang resulta ng seventh
nomination night dahil kinopo ng
boys ang latest na botohan. Sina Kian
at Mickey ang tanging nominees for
eviction sa dahilang hindi gaanong
kasundo ng mga bumoto sa kanya
ang una at dahil sa pagiging shorttempered naman ng huli habang
ginagawa ang kanilang weekly task.
Papalapit nang papalapit na
ang Judgment Day para sa mga
natitirang housemates sa loob ng
Bahay ni Kuya. Sino ang papalar-

Saicy

Wendy

ing mapasama sa Big Four at
mag-uuwi ng limpak-limpak na
papremyo? Babae pa rin ba ang susunod sa yapak nina Nene Tamayo,
Keanna Reeves at Kim Chiu bilang
Big Winner ng “PBB”? All out pa
rin ba ang mga taga-Visayas region
sa kanilang mga kababayan?
Siguraduhing pasok ang manok
mo sa Big Four! I-text ang BB__
<name of housemate> at ipadala sa
2331 para sa Globe, Touch Mobile,
at Sun Cellular subscribers at sa
231 naman para sa Smart, Talk N’
Text, at Addict Mobile subscribers.
(JGJ)
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Microﬁnance

FAQs

How does microﬁnance work? What exactly does ABS-CBN
Bayan do?
ABS-CBN Bayan offers microﬁnance services that aim to
uplift the lives of Filipino families through small loans for entrepreneurial poor. The loans are used as additional capital for their
microenterprises.
However, for Bayan, microﬁnancing only serves as a strategic means to an end. Our intention is to be a bona ﬁde social
entrepreneur.
To democratize education and entrepreneurship to help build
the nation from below, Bayan developed three major programs
for a more holistic approach: the Grassroots Entrepreneurship
Management (GEM) program or Entrep Eskwela; the Technical
and Livelihood Courses on Communities or the Sanayang PangHanapbuhay at Kabuhayan, and microﬁnancing.

Bayan pursues three strategies to uplift the lives of Filipino
families and address the nurturance and development needs of
the children:
Wealth creation through education and microﬁnance that
leads to microenterprise development and expansion.
Job generation through training and job placement of workers
in communities we serve in cooperation with philanthropic
funders, technical training institutions and partner development organizations.
Family formation through strengthening of families by addressing their livelihood, education, health and family welfare concerns, and by building on their own value systems.
Who can avail of Bayan’s services?
Anybody, except Bayan employees, can avail of Bayan’s
loan programs as long as s/he has an existing business running
for at least one year.
Once you become our client, you will have a chance to undergo our training programs so that you will be more equipped
to handle your microenterprise. Non-clients have also undergone
our entrepreneurship training programs. For example, we conducted an entrepreneurship training program for the winners
of “Wowowee” since ABS-CBN ﬁnds it suitable to require the
winners to attend the training so that they will become good
stewards of their cash prizes.
We invite participants who are clients of our partner- microﬁnance institutions (MFIs) and other MFIs whenever we are in
their areas of operation. We also conduct training for the beneﬁciaries of Globe Telecom under Bridgecom sa Bayan program.
Can a Lopez Group employee avail of your services?
Yes, as long as s/he fulﬁlls the requirements.
What are the payment terms?
For our regular loan, payment terms range from two months
to six months depending on the client’s preference and capacity,
but this is still subject to approval.
How can you be sure the borrower will pay you back?
We have a screening process that helps us determine whether
a person can be trusted. S/He undergoes a Social and Credit Investigation (SCI), a series of interviews and, if necessary, the
branch manager visits the business site. For bigger loans, ABSCBN Bayan requires post-dated checks as payment.
How much will I need to borrow in order to start a business?
It depends on the business and the size of the business. The
way to do it is to compute all the expenses that you will need
in starting an enterprise (e.g., raw materials for your products,
manpower, ofﬁce space/store, registration expenses, if needed),
etc. A simple cash ﬂow projection should be prepared to determine the “soundness” of the business.
For inquiries, contact Bayan Foundation at 927-9365 or
0920-3047690 or visit www.abs-cbnbayanfoundation.com. (Diane Año)

•
•
•

Bayan Foundation...
from page 1
Iba, Zambales, where the Lopez Group then
had ongoing projects, to put up more microﬁnance centers.
The Asian Development Bank (ADB)
deﬁnes microﬁnance as the provision of a
broad range of ﬁnancial services such as deposits, loans, payment services, money transfers and insurance to poor and low-income
households and their microenterprises. The
system was still largely a novel concept in
the Philippines when the Lopezes conducted
their “experiment,” although the ﬁrst microﬁnance replication model was introduced in
the country in the 1980s.
Microﬁnance is big business in the
Philippines. According to the Microﬁnance
Management Project Ofﬁce (MMPO) based
at the Asian Institute of Management (AIM)
in Makati City, the “500 extant microﬁnance
institutions (MFIs), through their 1,500 or
so branches, reached some 1.5 million
clients. The sector extended between P1.5
billion and P2B in micro loans and generated between P500M and P700M in micro
deposits.”
ABS-CBN Bayan itself presently serves
an estimated 50,000 clients—95% of them
women—through its 28 centers all over the
Philippines; of this number, about 6,000 have
already advanced to the “entrepreneurial
level.”
From 1997 to 2000, the foundation received cash infusions totaling some P58 million from Lopez Group companies, including
ABS-CBN Broadcasting Corp., Panay Power
in Iloilo and First Gas in Batangas. Its loan
portfolio has ballooned to about P200 million, with the total cash turnover reaching P5
billion.
Rosy ﬁnancial indicators aside, Cosico
is most triumphant about sending the moneylenders in La Union scrambling to lower
their rates.
“That’s one of the best impacts that we
ever had in the area, that any microﬁnance
institution had in their areas of coverage—inﬂuencing the level of interest rates charged
by other lenders,” she says.
To celebrate its 10th year as an MFI in
April this year, ABS-CBN Bayan rolled out
new programs with its partners from the business and academic sectors. In addition to its

(Clockwise from left): Under ABS-CBN Bayan, clients undergo entrepreneurship and livelihood training courses to upgrade their knowledge and apply it in
their own businesses; A quick pose by participants from banks, coops and MFIs
from Visayas during a training in Boracay on April 2007; Bayan encourages
a mother to dream of making it big by starting her own carinderia; Through
Bayan’s programs, clients are exposed to different businesses, allowing them to
think beyond what they are currently doing; Business should be looked at as a
family enterprise.
microﬁnance programs, ABS-CBN Bayan
now boasts of its Grassroots Entrepreneurship
Management (GEM) program developed in
partnership with the Center for Community
Transformation (CCT), and the Workers’ Assistance Program, a job matching program
for the clients’ families. The GEM and the
WAP are components of the Enabling Network for the Upliftment of Filipino Families
(ENUFF) program headed by Cosico.
Another milestone was the shift in the
foundation’s philosophy and major strategies
following the installation of AIM Dr. Eduardo Morato as ABS-CBN Bayan president
in February 2006.
From a pure MFI extending loans to microentrepreneurs, ABS-CBN Bayan now identiﬁes itself as a social development institution
offering “microﬁnance plus-plus.” More than
lending money, the foundation takes its mission a step further by helping nurture clients’
livelihood and monitoring their education,
health and decent living indices.
Under Morato, ABS-CBN Bayan developed a two-pronged approach to nationbuilding, one that seeks to build from the
bottom instead of the old way of spreading
the wealth from top to bottom. Cosico sums
it up as “nation building from below.”
“This can only happen through democratizing entrepreneurship and democratizing

team
meet the Bayan Foundation

Raul IE
Manikan

Executive Director
Manikan holds a
Master in Business
Administration
(MBA) from the
Asian
Institute
of
Management
(AIM)
and
a
bachelor’s degree
in Mechanical Engineering from De La Salle
University-Manila. Before joining Bayan, he
worked with Bayan president Ed Morato in the
organizational development project of the Philippine Tuberculosis Society Incorporated (PTSI).
The foundation’s new executive director
says: “I am one with the hopes and dreams of
Ed Morato and Gina Lopez for Bayan. I want
Bayan to be the ‘Best Managed MFI,’ not just
in the country, but in the whole world. I want
to be part of that future glory.”

Irma L. Cosico

education,” she points out, adding that micro
ﬁnance clients need to get out of the mindset
of borrowing money simply to answer an immediate need.
“There’s no real entrepreneurship happening,” Cosico says. “Parang hiram-hiram
lang sila, same hand-to-mouth existence,
everything is for consumption, pambili ng
ganyan, o pang-matrikula ng ganyan. Sabihin natin konti lang, a small percentage, goes
to the business. So, how can you live?”
Prof. Morato has thus envisioned an ABSCBN Bayan Foundation that prizes quality
over quantity: instead of haphazardly increasing the number of its clients, the foundation
will focus its resources on aggressively deepening the impact of its microﬁnance services.
This is where the ABS-CBN Bayan-CCT
collaboration in the form of GEM comes to
the fore.
“We will assist the client…go to the next
level of doing business or doing livelihood,
teach them how to become real entrepreneurs,” Cosico explains. “We’re so lucky that
our president is the guru of entrepreneurship
at the Asian Institute of Management. So
yung mga alam niya about entrepreneurship,
ibinababa niya ngayon sa mga microﬁnance
borrowers.”
“What we’re envisioning is to be able to
teach our clients real entrepreneurship, then
a percentage of them will be able to go to
the next level of doing livelihood. Sa amin
sa ABS-CBN Bayan—and even the deﬁnition of the AIM—entrepreneurship is more
than mastering your own business. It’s also
mastery of the environment, knowing where
the market is, knowing who the other competitors are, knowing who would be their
collaborators and the business which you are
doing. And more importantly, self mastery.”

Director, ENUFF
Cosico managed key
marketing and networking
positions in Bayan after
handling the complementary services group where
she designed and implemented non-ﬁnancial programs and services. She
also led the foundation’s
microﬁnance operations
for three years. In 2006, Cosico was appointed to lead
the Enabling Network for the Upliftment of Filipino
Families (ENUFF). Directly under her are the following units: Livelihood and Enterprise Development;
Research and Development; PR and Marketing; and
the Workers’ Assistance Program. She is taking her
ME at AIM on top of her M.S. in Development Communication and Ph.D. units in Rural Sociology from
U.P. Los Baños, and Masters in Public Administration
from Carleton University, Canada.

Estelita
“Babes”
Catacutan
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Finance Head
Catacutan
has
been with Bayan
since 1999. She
manages
and
supervises the ﬁnancial functions
of the foundation through the
implementation of effective and efﬁcient
ﬁnancial management systems and strategies to optimize the use of the foundation’s
ﬁnancial resources. Prior to her present
assignment, she managed planning, monitoring and evaluation, internal control and
ﬁnance. Catacutan is a Certiﬁed Public
Accountant and is currently taking up her
ME at AIM.
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EXECUTIVE PROFILE
IN the US, a loan servicer is a public or private
entity that collects, monitors and reports loan
payments; handles property tax; handles insurance escrows; forecloses defaulted loans; handles
late payments and other delinquencies; remits
payments; and assists in originating loans.
ABS-CBN Bayan Foundation president
Eduardo A. Morató, Jr. is now transforming the
foundation’s loan servicers or loan ofﬁcers into
social and enterprise development ofﬁcers.
After 10 years as a microﬁnance institution (MFI), Morató believes ABS-CBN Bayan
is ready to take its development efforts to the
next level.
“We want to spearhead a national movement for building this nation from below, that
is, from the level of micro- and small entrepreneurs. ABS-CBN Bayan is in a good position
to catalyze this movement,” he says.
Cum laude graduate
A full professor at the Asian Institute of Management (AIM), Morató obtained his Bachelor
are. Some of these universities include University of Makati, Xavier University and
Capitol University in Cagayan de Oro City,
Ateneo de Davao, and Central Philippine
University in Iloilo City.
The WAP meanwhile started in NCR
South (San Juan, Mandaluyong, Taguig,
Pasay, Makati), the idea being to help the
families of its clients get jobs in different
industries.
“Many of our clients have spouses with
seasonal jobs like those in construction projects. And many have children who are undergraduates and out of school. We want to help
our clients by giving them the opportunity to be
employed or to be trained before job application” Cosico says. “This is our way of giving
back what our loyal and valued clients have
given to us, in terms of good repayment performance as well as repeat loans,” she stresses.
All these promote ABS-CBN Bayan’s
thrust to become known as a social development institution, the “servicer of servicers.”
That’s service in terms of doing entrepreneurship training for other MFIs or for their
trainors, and teaching their clients on how to
become real entrepreneurs, and even assisting their institutions to become more effective and more efﬁcient, Cosico explains.
And while ABS-CBN Bayan will hereafter be more aggressive in terms of training
and education, the foundation will still continue to offer microﬁnancing. Microﬁnance
will still be a major program of ABS-CBN
Bayan Foundation.
“Today, training is aggressively pursued,
aggressively promoted and aggressively
advocated—but microﬁnance will remain
as a tool to help people get out of poverty,
and more importantly, create wealth among
Filipino families,” Cosico concludes.(JGJ)

ead, Physical
and Adminisative Services
rra joined
in 2005 as
t services
head where
the ﬁnance
accounting,
ment and treasury, transformation, led business development units. In 2006,
Bayan was restructured, his department
eformatted and named physical assets
ministrative services in which the proent, ofﬁce administration and property
ement divisions are under his leaderHe also serves as the team leader of the
unity development and rehabilitation
m of Bayan.

Diana
Jean
Jimenez

‘Tailor-ﬁt’ for Bayan
From 1988 to 1992, Morató was the director
and subsequently the associate dean of the
Development Management Program, the forerunner of the Center for Development Management (CDM), which was launched in 1995.
As the program champion of both CDM and
ACE, he designed and developed the socially
relevant and responsive Master in Development
Management (MDM) for leaders and managers
in government and private voluntary organizations, as well as the highly innovative Master
in Entrepreneurship for small and medium scale
entrepreneurs, which was introduced in 1999.
Today, Morató revels in his work at ABSCBN Bayan, calling foundation work “tailorﬁt” for him.
“I love challenges. Observing MFIs led
me to ask: If microﬁnance is an antipoverty
measure, why do the borrowers remain poor?
It’s because the loans are used for home consumption. The borrowers are not elevated to

Bayan president Eduardo Morato Jr.:

‘Servicer’ of servicers
By Carla Paras-Sison

of Arts in Economics degree, cum laude, from
the Ateneo de Manila University, his Master
of Business Management (MBM) degree from
AIM, and his Doctor of Public Administration
degree from the University of the Philippines.
It has been his lifelong advocacy to marry the
needs of the corporate world or big business
with the needs of the development community,
including microenterprises.
Graduating at the top of his MBM class
in 1972, Morató refused his dad’s urging to
join San Miguel Corporation which paid three
times the average MBM graduate’s starting
salary. Instead, he joined the Department of
Agriculture, which was then headed by the late
Arturo Tanco, and earned less than the average
pay as a consultant.
Stints with the World Bank followed government duty and Morató found himself serving in Africa, in Latin America and the Caribbean, and in Asia and the Middle East either as
a loan ofﬁcer or as an investment ofﬁcer.
When he returned to the Philippines, he
gravitated toward teaching, as well as consulting, and focused on banking and ﬁnance, development management and entrepreneurship
at AIM, where he was dean from 2000 to 2002.
He was concurrently dean of the W. SyCip
Graduate School of Business from 2001 to
2002. He was also the former executive director of the Asian Center for Entrepreneurship
(ACE), and served as faculty representative to
the AIM board of trustees for six years.

People Manager
for Recruitment
and Routing
Jiménez
has
hands-on
experience in all
facets of human resources
management
involving stafﬁng, human and organization
development, compensation management,
policy formulation and industrial relations. As the people manager responsible
for recruitment and routing, she plans,
organizes, manages, controls and monitors
all tasks and functions related to recruitment, career development, compensation
and beneﬁts administration, and personnel
records management.

Noel G.
Camacho

People Manager
for Retooling and
Recycling
Camacho provides training
and development services
to support the
people
management team
in ensuring quality and reliable delivery
of microﬁnance and family strengthening services. Before assuming his present
designation, Camacho was responsible for
the microﬁnance operations development
and training unit of Bayan. He handled
program-wide training for incoming staff
and management development training for
selected staff, and revised and developed
training modules.

microentrepreneurs. This is why they are not
getting out of poverty.”
Quality, not quantity
And so were born new ABS-CBN Bayan
programs designed to uplift borrowers’ lives by
turning livelihood ﬁnancing into microenterprises, and microenterprises into small enterprises.
“ABS-CBN Bayan is not into lending
and collecting. We are into delivering quality
service so that the children of our microentrepreneurs can get better education and live
healthy lives. We are not evaluating our ﬁeld
personnel based on quantity or the amount of
money they are lending and collecting. We are
focusing on quality, not quantity.”
As social and enterprise development ofﬁcers, the former loan servicers are now tasked to
monitor the assets of borrowers and are personally dedicated to make these assets and the net
worth of borrowers grow. They are monitoring
the education and health of the borrowers’ children as well to ensure they are indeed improving
compared to the baseline survey that was done
earlier. And through ABS-CBN Bayan’s Sanayang Panghanapbuhay at Kabuhayan, spouses
and adult children of the mostly women borrowers learn skills that will allow them to contribute
to the household’s income.
Under this skill-building program, 25 borrowers’ children—some of them unemployed
college graduates—were recently trained to
improve their English skills and 20 already
found jobs, 17 of them in call centers. “This

Marcel R.
Riñon

is certainly a very good batting average, considering that only three in 100 applicants are
hired by call centers,” says Morató.
Real measure of success
True to its new role as “servicer” of servicers,
ABS-CBN Bayan is now training other MFIs
and development organizations to expand the
reach of its upliftment programs.
“It is the whole development community at
work, and ABS-CBN Bayan is there increasing
capacity, enhancing the ability of these institutions to deliver meaningful programs and ensuring a greater impact on communities served.”
Morató says his real measure of success will
be when the 2.3 million women borrowers of all
of the country’s MFIs have become micro- and
small entrepreneurs. While the microﬁnance
operations of ABS-CBN Bayan are self-sustaining, it still needs help with the new programs
designed to raise the entrepreneurship and other
skills of borrowers and their families.
To Lopez Group companies that are interested in pursuing true and sustainable social
development from below, Morató says: “Tell
us what you need, and we will deliver the communities that you want. We want the corporate
world to join forces with the community. We
want to teach the community skills that the
corporations need because ‘job-skilling’ without the job is useless. One without the other
will fail. We are into matching the community
with the company. Tell us what you want, what
you need. And we can do it for you.”

People Manager for
Resonating and
Retaining
Riñon obtained his
undergraduate degree
in philosophy from St.
Camillus College Seminary, his STB in Sacred
Theology from Fujen
Catholic University in Taiwan and his master’s
degree in pastoral ministry from the Ateneo de
Manila University. He designs and implements
programs and activities that strengthens transformational values of Bayan employees and for
holistic/developmental growth of Bayan staff
consistent with the foundation’s vision-mission
and core values. Fired with the passion for human
development, he ﬁnished his masteral degree in
education, major in counseling, at the University
of Cincinnati, USA.

Michael
D.
Marquez

Internal Audit
Manager
Marquez
has
been with Bayan
for the past six
years. He began
his career with
Bayan in the
ﬁeld of accounting and held the positions
of microﬁnance information ofﬁcer and
senior microﬁnance information ofﬁcer.
In August 2002, he was transferred to the
ﬁeld of audit and held the positions of junior auditor, senior auditor and ﬁeld audit
team leader.
Marquez is a certiﬁed bookkeeper
(CB) and a certiﬁed accounting technician
(CAT).
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CSR

Giving back to society:
Business community partnership
(The following is an excerpt from Lopez Group
chairman Oscar M. Lopez’s speech during the
Institute of Corporate Directors Breakfast
Roundtable held at the Tower Club, Philam
Life Tower, Makati City on May 8, 2007.)
WHEN you follow the course of the Lopez
family businesses during the past two centuries, you realize there were many peaks and
valleys in that family business, and twice
during this period, the family lost practically everything. And yet, after each major
debacle, the family business managed to
come back bigger and stronger than before.
I would now like to take this occasion to
reafﬁrm our commitment to the core values
that have sustained us through all our crisis
years and difﬁcult times in the past. This is
part of the rich legacy my father left us.
First and foremost is our commitment
to family and corporate unity, coupled with
a strong work ethic and a strong spirit of
enterprise. In essence, this means that the
family must, relative to its businesses move
as one and with one voice.
Our second most important core value
is our commitment to our employees. My
father said it all in a speech to Meralco employees: “Human values are above and far
superior to material values … our success
should be measured not by the wealth we
can accumulate, but by the amount of happiness we can spread to our employees.”
Our third core value is public service and
its corollary, corporate social responsibility.
These twin values go back deep into Lopez
history. The founder of the Lopez family,
Basilio Lopez, was long in public service as
cabeza de barangay and mayor of Jaro in the
province of Iloilo in Panay Island for over
20 years in the 19th century.
His son, the ﬁrst Eugenio Lopez, after carving out a very successful career as a pioneer and
big-time sugar planter and miller during the
1860s up to the mid-1870s, came back to Jaro to
follow in the footsteps of his father.
But it was during the time of my father,
who was Eugenio the 2nd, and grandson of
Kapitan Eugenio, that the principles and
philosophy of corporate social responsibility (CSR) were clearly articulated by him
for the Lopez Group of companies.
In 1956, receiving his award as Businessman
of the Year from the Business Writers Association of the Philippines, he said: “The old business
tenets have given way to the modern concept
which is not based on proﬁts alone but rather on
the service it can render and the contribution it

can make to the prosperity and progress of the
nation as a whole…”
My father further elaborated on his CSR
theme in these words: “We sincerely believe
that a greater proportion of the earnings accrued from business should be returned to
the people, whether they are in the form of
foundations, grants, scholarships, hospitals
or any other form of social welfare beneﬁts.
We consider this a sound policy and a good
investment which, in the long run, will pay
off because it will mean more business and
goodwill for the company and would minimize, if not prevent the social unrest and
disorder which are prevalent nowadays.”
In the post-martial law period, when my
brothers Geny, Manolo and I took over the
task of reconstructing and rebuilding the Lopez Group of companies, my father’s way of
personal philanthropy gave way to the development of CSR functions by the Lopez business corporations either through foundations
or directly by the companies themselves.
But the direction the Lopez Group companies’ CSR is taking now is towards applying
the business talents and resources of our different companies in addressing speciﬁc issues
of CSR while demonstrating that these are
part of the business strategies and makes good
business sense. This is the next area I would
like our business group to be conscious about.
Again, I would like to cite the experience
of Meralco. In Metro Manila, the Meralco employee volunteers do outreach to communities
by rehabilitating basic electrical and lighting
services, including assessing the electrical installations of public schools, providing equipment and furniture improvement of barangay
halls, roads, bridges that have all strengthened

the company’s system loss reduction campaign while at the same time providing needed
services to the community.
Consider how employee volunteerism
efforts can blossom into meaningful projects for the community. Two years ago, the
Meralco employees had wanted a unique gift
for the birthday of their chairman, my brother
Manolo, so they contributed and volunteered
their weekends and built a school in one of
the depressed areas to complement a Gawad
Kalinga shelter program. This gestured developed into a full-blown CSR program of building a Sibol school in the different depressed
franchise areas of Meralco. To date, Meralco
has put up 10 Sibol schools.
Another social problem the Lopez
Group Foundation is trying to address, and
which I have pointed out in various fora here
and abroad, is arresting our rapid population
growth, which is the highest impediment to
get our economy to move faster.
Today, the country’s average per capita
income and labor productivity are at about the
same level as it was in the early 1980s because
of our rapid population growth. With the help
of USAID and PRISM (its family planning
arm), we have installed in some of our companies with 200 employees or more a family
planning program, which looks at establishing
cost-sharing schemes with employees willing
to pay for various family planning services and
equipping the capacity of our Cotton Hospital
in Meralco and accessing service providers
like Friendly Care Foundation. We will soon
expand this family planning program to all the
other Lopez Group companies.
…The lesson is clear at least from my
perspective in the Lopez Group, that our role
in business is to demonstrate not only that we
serve our shareholders well, but that we understand and engage our societal concerns, and
that we are doing more and more about them,
for only then do we satisfy the “implicit”
terms of our contract with our communities as
a business, and importantly as a brother to our
countrymen, our kapamilyas.
The generations of the Lopez family
and the Lopez Group will continue to apply the same innovation, creativity, and
commitment it has demonstrated over the
many generations of our family history to
the concerns of our communities. For we
believe and walk our talk in recognizing,
appreciating and nurturing our roots.
This has been our mission. This is our
way of seeing a better life for all Filipinos.

2 Mindanao schools
receive ETV package
from princess
A princess in Jeddah chose two Islamic schools, Linantangan Elementary School in Maguindanao and Jamiatu Dhikra Al-Islamia
in Marawi City, to receive an educational television infrastructure
(ETV) package produced by the ABS-CBN Foundation Inc. (AFI).
The package includes 108 volumes of ETV shows in DVD format
(“Sine’skwela,” “Math Tinik,” “Epol/Apple,” “Bayani” and “Hirayamanawari”), a 21” colored TV and a DVD player.
At the turnover, ABS-CBN correspondent for “Balitang Middle
East News” Charles Tabbu represented the donor, who decided to remain anonymous. Instead, she wanted the credit to go to the Serenata
children’s choir, which staged a concert to raise additional funds for
the Adopt-Your-Hometown School project of the AFI. (She Capili)

(L-R) Totoy Tabbu, ABS-CBN news correspondents Francis Salud and Charles
Tabbu, and AFI E-Media program director Zen Dimalanta during the turnover
ceremony held at the AFI ofﬁce in Quezon City on May 17.

Preschool-age children are the recipients of the Meralco Sibols Schools,
put up in selected Gawad Kalinga (GK) sites; the chairman & CEO in a
light mood at the birthday celebration given him by Meralco executives;
MML and Maritess Lopez, their children and grandchildren hand gift bags
to children during the Munting Mukha ng Ligaya thanksgiving outreach at
Marthas’ Vineyard Learning and Livelihood Center in Mandaluyong City.

A

quiet 65th

for MML

MERALCO chairman and Benpres Holdings Corporation vice
chairman Manuel M. Lopez (MML)
quietly celebrated his 65th birthday at
the Meralco LightHouse with immediate family members and senior
management present. Born on May
20, 1942, MML wanted the milestone celebration held on May 18 to
be simple but meaningful.
MML holds a personal outreach
every year during his birth month
as a form of thanksgiving. Together
with his Meralco family, he chooses
a public elementary school within the
company’s franchise area to spend
a day of games and gift giving with
students and teachers.
On May 26, MML extended his
birthday celebration by joining another outreach activity called “Munting
Mukha ng Ligaya” at the school of
his wife Maritess Lagdameo Lopez’s
socio-civic arm, Martha’s Vineyard
Learning and Livelihood Center.
Under MML’s stewardship, Meralco has become among the country’s
most admired companies, not only in
terms of corporate performance, but also in terms of social responsibility.
Meralco received a special citation in the 2004 Search for Outstanding Volunteers given by the Philippine National Volunteer Service and
Coordinating Agency (PNVSCA).
PNVSCA cited Meralco for its civic
programs designed to assist the poor,
improve their condition and help
make people’s lives better.
Among the company’s programs
are: Munting Mukha ng Ligaya Outreach and Meralco Employees Fund
for Charity programs which give
ﬁnancial help and other charitable assistance to victims of calamities, tragic events, and to people with physical
or mental disabilities; the Teacher
Education Project which improves the
knowledge and teaching competence
of teachers in public schools; Libro
Ko, Alay Ko, a book drive that collects
encyclopedias, early readers and other
reference materials for public school

students; and Brigada Eskuwela, a
program with the Department of Education where the participants work for
the beautiﬁcation of schools.
Most prominent among these
corporate social responsibility undertakings are the Meralco Sibol
Schools. The Sibol School is a community-based early childhood care
and development program put up in
selected Gawad Kalinga (GK) sites.
In 2006 alone, the company built six
schools in different GK sites. This
year, three have been put up so far.
The Meralco chairman and CEO
has been a constant presence in the
Sibol inauguration and turnover
ceremonies, a clear testament of his
commitment to help young children
acquire quality education.
On the corporate front, Meralco
was adjudged as one of the bestmanaged companies, including one
of the best companies in corporate
governance in Asia, in the 2004
Best Managed Companies poll conducted by Asiamoney. Recognized
as one of Asia’s top ﬁnance journals,
Asiamoney acclaimed Meralco’s
outstanding capabilities in the areas
of investor relations, transparency
in the disclosure of ﬁnancial information and corporate governance.
Meralco was also the 2005 Grand
Kapatid winner. The Kapatid award
is a biennial distinction given by the
Employees Confederation of the
Philippines (Ecop) to companies that
exemplify good business practices in
the areas of industrial relations, quality and productivity; social accountability; and strategic visioning and
job preservation.
The Kapatid award recognizes
“practices that are characterized by
enterprise level cooperation and
harmonious relationship bet-ween
management and employees, whether
in a unionized or non-unionized setting, resulting in labor and enterprise
productivity, product/service quality,
improved workplace conditions and
enhanced relationship with society.”
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Exhibits@Lopez Museum

Writing Workshop for Teens

Who says history
is boring?
PARTICIPANTS in the Lopez Memorial Museum’s Writing Workshop recently retold some chapters of the country’s
colorful history under the guidance of Carla Pacis, an author and a faculty member of the University of the Philippines (UP) Institute for Creative Writing. In ﬁve successive
sessions from May 7-11, 2007, the students were taught
basic elements
and techniques
of
effective
writing.
The subject of
the students’ ﬁnal
output was either
World War II or
martial law. By
means of illustrations—pictures
and samples of
writing about the period/s—Pacis made the students understand the necessity of doing research to have a background of
the subject. Researching, interviewing their grandparents or
parents, and writing drafts were some of the things students
did. Apart from these activities, which enabled them to trace
their roots and get a glimpse of the past, the students also did
exercises that fostered creativity in writing, and established
camaraderie with each other. They shared laughter and constructive criticism as they listened to each other’s stories.
At the end of the workshop, the students—Bea, Zoe,
Sabina, Julia, Roberta B., Roberta P., Soﬁa, Jocelyne,
Patricia, Cheng, Monica, Jason, Michael, Luigi, Mito and
Angelo—wrote fantastic stories and became familiar with
history while having fun writing it. (Mary Ann Pernia)
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Dime A Dozen

June 8-September 22, 2007
Lopez Memorial Museum
(Main Gallery)
The spaces within, beyond and
between Michelangelo Buonarotti
and Michelangelo the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle are teeming with

dangers as well as possibilities. Some
of these dangers include turning into
kitsch and becoming irrelevant or
obscure while some of the possibilities are relevance and clarity.
On June 8, 2007, the Lopez
Memorial Museum opens the “Dime
a Dozen” exhibit, which looks into
the negotiation of these places full
of dangers and possibilities by artists
using other artworks and technology.
The exhibition attempts to map
the journey of cultural objects across
social strata and across trendy crosscurrents and channels. The works of
19th century Filipino masters Juan
Luna and Felix Resurreccion Hidalgo and contemporary Filipino artists
Tad Ermitaño, Alwin Reamillo and
Gerardo Tan are some of the pieces
featured.

Cut and Paste

June 8-September 22, 2007
Lopez Memorial Museum
(Library Section)
Wonder what makes ads appealing? One reason is the images used
and how they were used. In the exhibition “Cut and Paste: Appropriation in
Popular Media, 1800-Present” at the
library section of the Lopez Memorial
Museum, advertisements taken from
magazines such as the “Sunday Times
Magazine,” “Excelsior,” “Graphic”
and “Fotonews” will be featured.
Viewers will be encouraged to look
closely at how these ads weave text,
images and visual elements from the art
world (painting, sculpture, architecture,
artistic style), popular culture (comics,
ﬁlm and radio), literature, history and
various cultures (American, Chinese,
Japanese), among others.

Dime A Dozen featured artist: Tad Ermitaño
Tad Ermitaño, in his work called
“Eisenstein’s Monster,” works on

the idea of a mosaic man. Using a
Felix Resurreccion Hidalgo drawing of a dying man, Ermitaño created a video animation where the
person in supine position gets up.
The theme of “resurrection” plays
on the name of Hidalgo as well as
one of the ideas behind the exhibition. “Dime A Dozen” explores the
idea of an object becoming an icon,
ﬁnding a new or altogether differ-

ent use and form from what it was
originally intended, etc. Ermitaño
is an established video artist and
an award-winning independent
ﬁlm director. He was trained in ﬁlm
and video at the Mowelfund Film
Institute. He currently designs and
mixes sound for digital features
and produces video for projection
in a variety of stage and concert
contexts.

The exhibition plays upon the
cultural dynamics of appropriation
or borrowings that goes on between
and among creative ﬁelds, taking
note that such borrowings—intended
or not—have in the past helped create a public image of “nation,” elevated the consumption of products,
and provided an aura of mystique to
entice buyers for speciﬁc goods.
Both exhibits open on June 8,
2007 and will run until September
22, 2007. The Lopez Memorial
Museum is at the ground ﬂoor of
Benpres Building, Exchange Road
corner Meralco Avenue, Pasig.
Museum days and hours are Monday-Saturday, 8 am-5 pm, except
Sundays and holidays. Entrance fee
is P60 (elementary students), P80
(high school and college ) and P100
for adults. Call 631-2417 or email
pezseum@skyinet.net.

SPECIAL FEATURE

Global warming: A primer
IN the simplest terms, global warming is
just what it sounds like: the worldwide
rise in surface temperatures. The National Academy of Science has put the rise at
1 degree Fahrenheit over the course of
the 20th century, but measurements from
satellites of both land and sea surfaces
are showing that the rate of warming is
increasing sharply.
It’s more than just surface temperatures that are going up, however. A lot
of research into temperature changes
in the upper layers of the atmosphere,
as well as the deep oceans, is showing
warming. Then, there are the more obvious signs: the rapid retreat of glaciers in
Greenland, Alaska, the Himalayas, the
Antarctic Peninsula, and on high tropical
mountains; the thinning and disappearance of sea ice in the Arctic Ocean during summer; the melting of permafrost in

Canada, Alaska and Siberia; and the rise
of sea level and an increase in extreme
weather.
Sitting in the sun
The cause of global warming is
what’s called the “greenhouse effect.”
That’s shorthand for the ability of gases
in the atmosphere to slow down the release of heat into space at night. Some
gases are better at this than others. Carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide
are the top three “greenhouse gases.”
They are very good at absorbing
sunlight and converting that energy into
heat—rather like a rock does just sitting
in the sun.
Surprisingly, the greenhouse effect
isn’t a bad thing. It’s essential for life on
Earth—when it’s not too vigorous. If not
for the greenhouse effect, the temperature on the surface of Earth would be

Help conserve energy

Goodbye
incandescents,
hello CFLs!

like that of the airless Moon—swinging
wildly from 225 degrees F (107 C) during the day to -243 degrees F (-153 C) at
night. Not a good place for life.
Extra gases
The greenhouse effect is only
troublesome when it gets too strong and
warms things too much. And that’s just
what scientists say has happened over
the last 150 years or so as the people
of industrialized nations have extracted
Earth’s vast buried stores of fossil fuels
and burned them. Since the start of the
Industrial Revolution, the atmospheric
concentration of carbon dioxide has
increased nearly 30%, methane has
more than doubled and the nitrous
oxide concentration is up about 15%.
All those extra greenhouse gases mean
more and more solar energy is being
trapped in the atmosphere, exacerbat-

IN many parts of the world, people are ditching
century-old incandescent light bulbs in favor of the
more efﬁcient and earth-friendly compact ﬂuorescent light (CFL) bulbs. There are even moves in the
US to push for a law to phase out the use of traditional lighting by 2016, and in Canada by 2012.
Incandescent light bulbs are energy zappers—
they produce a lot more heat than light (notice that
they can get very hot), wasting as much as 90% of
the energy they use. In comparison, a CFL bulb,
which produces light through a combination of
electricity, mercury and phosphorus, gives off the
same amount of light as the standard incandescent,
but at 75% less energy. It also lasts 10 times longer
at over 6,000 hours, or roughly ﬁve years.

ing the greenhouse effect and making
things warmer.
The result: 2005 was Earth’s warmest
year in a century, according to NASA climatologists. The years 1998, 2002, 2003
and 2004 were the next four runners-up.
The year 2005 was also a record-breaking year for Atlantic hurricanes in which
the coastal city of New Orleans—made
all the more vulnerable because of sea
level rise—was almost wiped off the
map by Hurricane Katrina.
Complicated
Of course, because the effects of
global warming on local climates are

The US’s Lighting Efﬁciency Coalition says
that “energy-efﬁcient lighting could save the
US $18 billion annually in electricity costs—the
equivalent of shutting down 18 coal-ﬁred power
plants or eliminating 158 million tons of carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere.”
CFLs are still considerably more expensive
than incandescent bulbs—they cost more to manufacture—but the energy savings can make up for
the difference in cost in less than two years “when
used in light ﬁxtures that are on for more than three
hours per day.”
In Manila, several companies are now also offering CFLs. Their prices range from P80 (Akari)
to P137 (Philips) for ﬁve watts, and from P129.75

very complicated, it remains to be seen
exactly how different regions will feel
the heat.
“Global warming is a term that’s
extremely useful when you’re running
a planet,” says John Cox, author of the
book “Climate Crash.” “But it’s regional
change that affects people. It’s the wet
and cold and hot and dry.” That’s why
climate modelers are constantly reﬁning
their simulations, and climate scientists
continue to reﬁne our view of past climate changes to create a better idea of
what to expect. (Larry O’Hanlon/Discovery Channel)

(Akari) to P179.75 (Toshiba) for 20-watt bulbs.
GE’s incandescent bulbs from 10 watts to 100
watts cost P24.75.
Since former US vice president Al Gore came
out with “An Inconvenient Truth,” a lot of celebrities have turned environmentalist and joined
campaigns to save the planet and stop global
warming. Last month, Grammy Award winning
singer-songwriter Sheryl Crow teamed up with
global warming activist Laurie David to lead the
“Stop Global Warming College Tour.” They went
to 11 universities to urge college students to become part of the movement. (Sources: http://blogs.
business2.com/greenwombat/, http://cnews.canoe.
ca/CNEWS/Science/, Power Plant True Value)
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Multiplier effect: The ﬁnancial
A commute to inner peace consequences
of worker absences

CROWDED, noisy, smelly, boring. Those in the rat
race put up with this on their daily commute to and
from work. No wonder commuting is seen by many
as the most stressful part of their day. But for some,
having a regular slot away from the pressures of
home and work allows them time out to meditate.
Like driving
Research for the RAC Foundation, a British
motoring advocacy group, has found similar beneﬁts for those commuting by car. In a 2003 study,
it found that if a driver gets into the right frame of
mind, they can ﬁnish their daily journey in a more
serene state than when they began it.
“The type of thought that occurs when driving
is actually very similar to the type of brain activity
that takes place during meditation,” says Conrad
King, who carried out the research for the RAC.
Tim Malnick, founder of Meditation at Work,
says that many people have a misconception about
what meditation is and so don’t understand how it
could be used while commuting.
“A lot of people think it’s all about sitting down
cross-legged and closing your eyes. But if you look
at the meditation traditions from the East, they
clearly demonstrate the importance of transferring
this state of mind into all your daily activity. It’s
about becoming more aware of the environment
around you and feeling comfortable with it.”

Time out

Part of the reason that commuting is seen as such a
stressful experience is because we feel we have so
little control over that environment, says meditation teacher Matthew Earl.

“The ﬁrst thing is to just mentally relax. With
your thoughts, step away from what is around you
and gently allow your awareness to go within yourself and emerge a sense of stillness and peace. Slow
your breathing down and try and let your thoughts
settle. Listening to light music or even meditation
commentaries has been really helpful too.”
As a seasoned meditator, I thought I’d give it
a go. On the bus, my heart rate drops almost instantly, but jolts on hearing the dulcet tones of 50
Cent, which a schoolboy at the back is treating his
fellow travelers to. I realize this is the perfect test
of my meditation techniques.
I don’t usually seek inner peace to a hip-hop
soundtrack, but it’s surprisingly easy to turn the
volume down inside my head. I pass the rest of the
journey with a serene smile on my face. (Excerpted
from an article by Trushar Barot/BBC News)

If you want to learn how to meditate…
Australia-based clairvision instructor Helma Schipper will be in the
country to conduct meditation courses on Awakening the Third Eye
(ATE). The Manila session will be held at ABS-CBN’s 13th Floor
ELJCC Building on June 16-17, 2007, from 9 a.m.- 5 p.m. Fee is P3,000
for new students and P1,500 for old students. On June 19-24, Schipper
will be holding a six-day ISIS Residential Intensive in Gintung Pakpak
in Angeles City, Pampanga (fee is P10,000). On July 7-8, an ATE will be
held in Cebu City (fee is P2,000 and P1,500 for students).
Schipper has worked with Clairvision School for 12 years, where
she guides people from various backgrounds to get rid of negative
imprints and conditioning, ﬁnding strategies to overcome obstacles
and discover their greatest potential. She is also available for private
one-on-one sessions. For more information on the technique and the
philosophy, visit www.clairvision.org or email clairvision.phil@gmail.
com or call Tetchie at 0920-8519717.

SPORTS

THE following is an excerpt of
an article from the University of
Pennsylvania-Wharton
website
that Lopez Group CEOs and their
respective HRs may ﬁnd useful in
measuring the costs and beneﬁts
of their wellness programs or interventions.
An employee in poor health is
more likely to be absent from work
and less productive when he or she
is at work,” Wharton professor
of health care systems Mark
V. Pauly writes in a paper
entitled “How to Present the
Business Case for Healthcare
Quality to Employers,” coauthored by Sean Nicholson of
Cornell University and Daniel
Polsky of the University of
Pennsylvania.
Pauly, Nicholson and
Polsky joined with researchers from Dow Chemical and
Merck to develop a formula
that could help companies address these issues.
One concept that’s central to presenting the business case, Pauly says, is that
the cost of a health-related
absence often is more than
just the wage paid to the ill
worker. When perfect replacements are not available,
there are broader implications
for productivity, especially in
organizations where employees
work in teams, and where the
team’s output is time sensitive.
Multipliers
The researchers identiﬁed 35 jobs
in 12 industries that involve different types of production functions,
and interviewed more than 800
managers. Based on the interviews,
they estimated wage “multipliers”
for each of the jobs, in which the
multiplier reﬂects the cost to the
ﬁrm as a proportion of the absent
worker’s daily wage. The median

multiplier was 1.28, which means
that for the median job the cost of
an absence was 28% higher than
the worker’s wage because of the
impact on overall productivity.
Companies that employ workers with high multipliers would be
more likely to invest in their workers’ health because the productivity impact of having those workers
out sick is relatively high, Pauly
says.

Improving the quality of medical care
Yet two current and seemingly
contradictory trends in employer
beneﬁts suggest that companies
are ambivalent about how they
want their beneﬁts programs to
work. On the one hand, many
employers are investing in new
programs to improve the quality
of medical care.
For example, a coalition of employers called the Leapfrog Group
has encouraged hospitals to adopt

Palaro 2007
moved to
June 30
Teams that want to wrest the sports
fest championship crown from the
Yellow Team will have to wait a little
longer as the 2007 Lopez Group Palaro has been rescheduled to June 30,
2007, Saturday.
The games will however still be
held at the Marikina Sports Center.
Time schedules, the program of activities and other arrangements and
preparations also remain the same,
said Lopez Inc. assistant vice president
for HR and administration Mabelle Ramos, the 2007 Palaro co-chair.

Casiano is Sol Cruz chess tourney champ

Abet Casiano of Baliwag Branch and former champion Nick Flores of Plaridel Sector prepare for the ﬁnal,
winner-take-all game in the Casiano R. Sol Cruz Jr. Memorial Chess Tournament held at the Meralco Center in Lopez Building. Casiano prevailed in the ﬁnal match to win the gold medal. Father and son Norlito
and Paulo Bersamina, a former champion and the 2006 RP Champion for the 8 & Under age bracket,
respectively, hauled down the silver and bronze medals. (Rolly Sol Cruz)

computerized systems for entering
medication orders in hospitals as
a way to prevent errors. General
Electric has worked on a program
to identify the higher quality doctors and hospitals used by its employees, thereby setting the stage
for providing ﬁnancial incentives
for workers who use better providers.
At the same time, more companies are shifting the costs of their
health plans to workers. An
example has been the move
to Health Savings Accounts,
championed by the Bush
administration as a way to
combat health care inﬂation
by giving consumers incentives to shop more astutely
for care.
Short-term savings
The trends illustrate
that companies are struggling
to accurately assess how decisions about health beneﬁts
affect the bottom line, Pauly
says. The cost-sharing trend,
in particular, comes at a time
when information is lacking
about whether short-term
savings will lead to longterm health problems—and
costs—because workers avoid
primary care for ﬁnancial reasons, or whether workers will
try harder to stay healthy in
order to avoid paying more if they
get sick.
Also, companies might just
have to pay higher money wages
when the quality of beneﬁts is
reduced, the authors write. What
is missing in this whole debate,
they say, is a practical and accurate method to determine how
much employers should invest in
the health of their workers, and to
identify the best beneﬁt designs to
encourage appropriate health care
delivery and use.

Sports and wellness calendar
‘Walk the Talk’
June 9, 2007 (Saturday), 6 a.m.-9
a.m.
Walk the Talk goes to Paradise-3
in San Jose del Monte City, Bulacan! The walk is open to all Lopez
Group employees and their families. Participants must
register with their respective HR departments. Wear
comfy attire and walking shoes, and bring cap, extra
shirt, towel and water/refreshments. The shuttle will
leave at 6 a.m. from Benpres Building. For more information, call Gani Velasquez at 631-6394.
Mountain Trek
Mt. Pico de Loro, Maragondon, Cavite
June 16, 2007 (Saturday)/Fee: P1,000
Deadline for registration: June 14, 2007
Download forms at www.lopezwellness.com or contact
Rico, Gani or Darlene at 449-6122 or 631-6394.
Inter-Lopez Lifelong Wellness Badminton Tournament
August 25-26, 2007, Club 650, Libis, Quezon City
To join this exciting tournament organized by the Lifelong Wellness Team, call Mace Dugenia at 634-0698.

LOPEZLINK

Sudoku

Maglaro tayo ng Sudoku, ang bagong libangan
ng bayan! Ayusin lamang ang mga numero
simula 1 hanggang 9 para ang bawat numero
ay minsan lang magagamit sa bawat row,
column at kahon.

c
g
c
c

Very Easy
Easy
Medium
Hard

Answer to May puzzle

Solution, tips and computer program available
at www.sudoku.com

NOW that the electoral dust has settled,
we’ve got a double whammy in front of us:
the rainy season and the opening of classes.
By now, the kiddies should be weaned from
their late nights, videogame marathons and
other stuff that kept them occupied this summer (that means no more hitting the snooze
button a dozen times in the morning for the
folks, either). Your stockpile of raingear,
emergency gear and ﬂu-busters should also
be ready by this time.
The year 2007 has so far been ﬁnancially
outstanding, with a few Lopez Group companies putting in deeper roots in the black
column. First Gen paces the best performers
in terms of total revenues, while Meralco’s and ABS-CBN’s net incomes
improved by more than a hundredfold each. If the Group’s streak of good
fortune continues, then we can safely say that there’s an even better second
quarter ahead of us.
Former US vice president Al Gore and other American celebrities
are winning fans everywhere for helping educate the world about the
dangers of global warming. While there’s no deﬁnitive poster child for
environmentalism in the Philippines, we think, this lack shouldn’t stop us
from doing our bit to save Mother Earth—or at least avoid adding to the
problem. How about giving compact ﬂuorescent light (CFL) bulbs a try?
Meralco recommends using a 16-watt CFL, which produces the same light
as a 60-watt bulb. They’re the wave of the future as incandescent bulbs are
already in the process of being phased out in more developed countries.
Despite their heftier price tags, using CFLs will pay off in the long run, in
more ways than one.
Speaking of environment friendly, Meralco and Bauang Private Power
Corporation (BPPC) joined the Philippine Business for the Environment’s
call for action to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG) like carbon
dioxide, methane and others through the Philippine GHG Accounting and
Reporting Program (PhilGARP). The companies were trained to apply internationally accepted standards and calculation tools of the GHG Protocol
Initiative and to use the data as basis for designing and implementing the
most effective GHG reduction programs, whose impact will be monitored
and measured by PhilGARP.
Celia Mercado, the ﬁnance and administration head of First Electro
Dynamics Corp. (Fedcor), is appealing for help on behalf of Francis Ramilo, who has been part of the technical services group of Fedcor since
1995. Ramilo, 36, was recently diagnosed with cancer of the rectum and
has to undergo expensive treatment, including chemotherapy, radiotherapy
and surgery. His treatment will likely cost more than P300,000, exceeding
Fedcor’s health insurance coverage for employees.
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According to Mercado, cash donations may be coursed through Marjorie Bernal of the Fedcor sales department, 2/F Benpres Building, Exchange
Road, Pasig City. Donors may also have their contributions picked up by
calling Marj at 687-5332 or 449-6167. She will issue an acknowledgment
receipt for all donations.
ooOoo
Wish ko may target shooting din sa Wellness. Stress-buster din siya, di
ba? Sana mabasa ito ni RMA.—Lhouie
We have some good news in that department: According to the Wellness Team, the addition of a security-safety course that will include gun
handling and shooting to the lineup of Stress Management activities is
currently “in the works.” So, watch for it!
ooOoo
Can we still join the MAP contest on the translation of “climate
change”? Thanks.—Sam
The contest ended on May 31, 2007. We will post the winners’ names
as soon as the MAP makes them available.
ooOoo
May plano na ba na isali ang ibang Lopez Group companies sa family planning program? May incentive ba para sa mga empleyado na
lalahok dito?—Amor
The Lopez Group Foundation Inc.’s Diane Minon responds: “We are
in the process of identifying companies that are interested to have the
Family Planning Program in the Workplace installed in addition to the ﬁve
companies already done with the project (Meralco, ABS-CBN Broadcasting Corp., First Sumiden Circuits Inc., Central CATV Inc. and Tollways
Management Corp.). Meetings with HR heads are ongoing to discuss the
package of the program, with the Lopez Group Foundation Inc. (LGFI) to
provide technical assistance in trainings.
“The beneﬁts of having the Family Planning Program in the Workplace include business savings, less absenteeism, having desired number
of children, access to FP services, good health of employees due to managed expenses, practicing responsible citizenship, etc.”
ooOoo
If you have questions, comments, opinions, suggestions and reactions
about anything and everything about the Lopez Group, please send
them to Dear Rosie through fax no. 633-3520 or to DearRosie@benpresholdings.com. Maraming salamat!

REDISCOVER THE NORTH

attractions

Spotlight on more Luzon

OUR dose of fun and sun this month
comes courtesy of Region 3:
Subic Bay: Subic Yacht Club
Subic Bay in Olongapo was originally a Spanish naval base in the late
19th century before it was taken over
by the Americans and then turned into a
Freeport economic and tourism zone in
the early 1990s. Given its past, it is no
surprise that the bay is a wreck diver’s
paradise with its collection of Spanish,
American and Japanese wrecks.
While the club itself boasts of
world-class recreational facilities the

whole family can enjoy (multilevel
swimming pool, rec center, boathouse, equipment for water sports,
and a spa), the bay is also home to a
rainforest, white sand beach, marina,
yacht club, hotels, casinos and shopping arcades.
Bataan: Shrine of Valor, Mt.
Samat
Recall the heroism of Filipino
soldiers during World War II at a national monument, the Shrine of Valor
(Dambana ng Kagitingan). Completed in 1970, the shrine stands atop

Mt. Samat (564 meters) in Pilar,
Bataan and includes the Colonnade
and the Memorial Cross.
Visitors can actually climb
the 92-meter high white cross via
elevator; the arms of the structure
boast of viewing decks, which offer an amazing view
of the surrounding
areas. Trivia: The
cross can be seen on
Google Maps, thanks to
its distinctive shadow.
And you can glimpse
Manila’s
skyscrapers
across Manila Bay.
Pampanga: DMIA,
Clark Special
Economic Zone
The Diosdado Macapagal International Airport
is a public airport operated
by the Clark International
Airport Corp. Also known
as the Clark International
Airport, it has two paral-

lel runways spacious enough to host a
NASA space shuttle landing and is one
of the most technologically advanced
airports in the region.
Zambales: Surﬁng in San Narciso
Zambales reportedly has 173 kilometers of beaches, but surﬁng is your

game, then come to San Narciso, the
ﬁrst surﬁng spot you will come to
upon arrival in the province. In fact,
it is the “surﬁng paradise” nearest
Manila. Check out Crystal Beach
and High 5 Lahar—the former offers
action for surfers of all levels, while
the latter is known for its
break that forms on the
lahar instead of the sand
bottom.
Aurora: Lamao Caves,
Dingalan
Aurora is touted as
one of the most beautiful
provinces in Region 3.
In addition to its surﬁng
spots and beaches, Aurora
attracts visitors because
of its wondrous caves. An
array of caves, Lamao,
amazes visitors with its
waterfalls gushing from an
underground stream, while
another boasts of “indoor
rain.”
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What’s new
from ABS-CBN Publishing this June

New looks for the new you in
‘Chalk’

Last-minute weekend
getaways
in ‘Metro’
SUMMER may be over, but there’s still time to get away for

This month in Chalk, learn cool fashion and beauty secrets from cover
girl and celebrity style icon Iza Calzado. Find out how she achieved
self-mastery at a very young age. Delight in Chalk’s yummy fashion
pages as it celebrates new looks for the new you. Build a foolproof
wardrobe on a budget, ransack your boyfriend’s clothes and have a
ﬁrst look at the trends to grab now.
Want to have Maja Salvador’s, Xeng Zulueta’s or Celine Lopez’s
cool hairstyles? They tell us where to go for a haircut. Also, meet
incoming freshmen students who want to make a dent in the universe,
and have a close encounter with James Younghusband, the David
Beckham of the Philippines!

a weekend to secret places like Palau’s Jellyﬁsh Lake and
Currimao’s Sitio Remedios, just two places on our list of
fabulous spontaneous weekend escapes in Metro.
Judy Ann Santos glows on the cover, and talks about life,
love, and keeping grounded. Enduring gay couples who have
been together for years share some lessons straight couples
could use, while three women talk about ex-boyfriends who
turned gay. Stylish TV personality Daphne Oseña-Paez shows
us what’s in her closet, check out the chic new shapes for
wide-leg trousers, and get some beauty tips for still looking
good the morning after a wild party.

‘FOOD’
celebrates Dad’s month
Plan the ultimate treat for your dad as FOOD gives you the secret to

preparing the all-time favorite meat dish—pot roast!—complete with
delicious veggie sidings and gravy. Learn valuable kitchen lessons
from other dads, including tips for cooking the best paella by Señor
Raul Urra of La Tienda, and the never-before revealed tenderloin
salpicao recipe of Melo Santiago, the man behind Melo’s.
Top chef and “Chef TV” host Myrna Segismundo prepares a
modern version of the original inaugural dinner. Try her adobo pate
and queso de bola cheesecake. Also, nutritionist Sanirose Orbeta
teaches you how to ﬁnd healthy foods in the grocery store. For the
June bride, pastry expert Dorothy Ferreria teaches you how to bake a
groom’s cake while chef Joey Prats gives you a step-by-step masters
class to making pavlova. (Joseph Uy)

Water reﬁlling stations
exposed
in ‘Working Mom’
It’s the healthiest drink—or the most harmful, depending on

where you get it. Working Mom spot-checks reﬁlling stations
all over the metro to see what exactly goes into the ﬁltered
water we buy. Based on tests performed by QualiBest Testing
Services Corporation, it can be anything from liquid detergent
to E. Coli.
Also in this issue, cover model Angel Aquino speaks about
her new job as host of “Us Girls” and her new (younger!) love
in “Magandang Umaga, Pilipinas” mainstay Lui Villaruz.
Your guide to a balanced life celebrates Father’s Day with
father-and-sons fashion with former cager Vince Hizon, and a
portrait of a stay-at-home dad.

POWER PLANT FINDS

Back to

Get the newest issues of your favorite magazines at leading bookstores and magazine stands
nationwide. For subscriptions, contact ABS-CBN Publishing Inc. at 924-4101 or 415-2272 locals
4658 or Joena Cabrera at 415-2852 or 415-2671.

basics, back to school

STRUT your way back to school with the graphic
tees of David & Goliath. Get your professor’s attention with “Rock is Dead,” “Long Live Paper & Scissors”
or “Practice Safe Sex, Always Use a Condiment” messages on your chest. Other quirky messages include
“The More You Lie, the Better You Get at It,”“It’s Okay,
I Have Low Standards,” and “Sorry Girls, I Only Date
Models.”
Or lug the skull canvass tote with the matching
skull envelope case and the skulls diary and the One
Tough Cookie notebook and you’re sure to get that
ﬁrst impression.

‘Come Back When You’re Cute’ tee. P895
‘Rock is Dead’ shirt for women. P995
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By Mira Marasigan

David & Goliath is located at the Archaeology wing R2 level of the Power Plant
Mall. Check out www.davidandgoliathtees.com for complete designs.
Being back in school means that you have to look good in front of your peers.
In order to do that, you don’t have to blow your whole allowance. Check out the
newly opened and much renovated Details that will surely make you look like you
deserve to sit in front of the class.

Skull canvass tote.
P1,295
Skull envelope
case. P595
One Tough Cookie
and Chicks Rule
notebooks. P295
each
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Shirts for guys. P995

Swirl print Sabrina empire dress with buttons. P1,150; Sophia patent red shoes. P750; Skinny jeans. P1,295;
White wrap short sleeves empire garter back. P795; Red round neck keyhole back shift dress. P950; White
Muse bag. P1,795; Navy blue Porcupine military shirt. P1,195; Slim ﬁt cargo pants. P1,595. Details is located
at the Archaeology wing of the R2 level of the Power Plant Mall.

Bring Dad to
Block 9 on

Father’s Day!

Celebrate Father’s Day at Block 9 on June 17, 2007. The
former open car park along Rockwell Drive has been
transformed into an “island” teeming with lush greenery.
Block 9 restos include Cantinetta, Good Earth, Roasts,
Gram’s Diner, UCC, Pancake House and Starbucks.

